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The present book edited by Milton K erker contains the  papers present(*d 
a t the  interdisciplinary Conference on scattering of electrom agnetic wave. The 
papers are dividofl into the following six sections :
1) Particle scattering
2) Light scattering m th e  atm osphere and space
3) Microwave and Radio wave scattering  in atm osphere
4) L ight scattering in solutionfe
5) In teractions in solids and liquids 
and 6) M ultiple scattering.
The first section m ainly presents new calculations of electrom agnetic scattering 
from various typos of non-spherical particles and inohomogenous media. A 
few papers are concerned w ith the num erical calculations of th e  scattering in ten ­
sities by the  conventional theories for particles of various sizes having different 
values of th e  refractive index. A few very interesting papers in th e  next section 
analyse the  observation on solar i^-corona, zodiacal light and the  com etary head 
on the  basis of the  theory  of light scattering by oriented in testellar particles. 
Theories of back scattering of microwaves by dielectric spheroids are th e  subject 
m a tte r o f a few papers under th e  th ird  section. A very useful paper in th is  section 
gives the theory  of radio wave scattering by a m edium possessing irregular dielectric 
struc tu re  and its application to  explore the  refractive index s tructu re  of th e  a t ­
mosphere which is dependant on hum idity  and  tem perature  gradient. Papers 
in th e  fourth session m ainly consider the scattering of light and  small angle X -rays 
scattering by solutions of macromolecules and m icellar films of soaps. The next 
section concerns itself w ith papers on the  scattering of light and X -rays from dense 
system s—^such as polymers with heterogeneous structure, m etal precipitates in 
semi conductors etc. The application of th e  light scattering studies for the  eva­
luation  of the  crystaTline-amorphotts struc tu re  of a  polymeric solid is nicely dis­
cussed in a paper by Stein. The last section deals with a  few theoretical papers 
on m ultiple Fcattering. Prom  th e  above short review it is clear th a t  th e  papers 
cover a  wide field o f in terest and indicate the  possible applications o f the  studies 
of electromagnetic scattering for characterising th e  structu re  of macromolecules 
as well as th e  atm osphere and the  interstell particles. The book is very useful 
for fu ture  workers in various disciplines ranging from the  biology to  th e  matereo- 
logy. The book is not m eant, however, for th e  beginners. The figures and  pho to ­
graphs are  well represented. The book will be an useful addition to  a  Science 
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